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FISH

storks are

plea- -

tiful nowadays, hut c- casionally a fisherman
has the goods to show,

row; fair skies tonight
and Wednesday, Is the
report.
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NO. 192.

MEMORIAL PROCLAMATION
(DenVeT, May 26. Governor E. M.
Amnions , today Issued his annual
Memorial Day reclamation. The doc
ument concludes as follows:

DO NOT WISH TO

POT LIVES IN
JEOPARDY
SUFFRAGETTES 8AY THEY HAV
NO ALTERNATIVE

BUT TO

DAMAGE PROPERTY

AS

IT

REMONSTRANCE
IN

THE

BRITISH

ARE DEPLORABLE,
THEY MAINTAIN

EMPIRE
:

GROVES VISITS CAPITAL

::

Santa Fe, May 26. Chairman MV 8
Groves of the state corporation com
mission returned this forenoon- - from
Carlsbad and reports that tomorrow
two auto, loads' of visitors "from Carls
bad will arrive, including his family.
'

V
.'
WANT BETTER CROSSING
Santa Fe, May 26. Corporation
Commissioner Hugh H. Willams toWOMEN WHO RUINED PICTURES day arranged to meet Superintendent
3. H. Dyer of the Southern .Pacific at
IN ART GALLERIES GIVEN
Myndus, Luna county, in regard to
SIX MONTHS
.
the crossings at that new town,

ARL HANDED OUT

SENTENCES

y
jit
London,

from Mexico City was Mme. Simon
wife of Jose Simon, president of the
Banco Naclonal of Mexico. ,

IN MEDIATION

CITY EDITION
AMERICANS

SHOTS ARE FIRED
AT REGULAR

i;
May 26.

HANG ON

HAD

Til

Versailles, May 26. The American
A
open golf champion, Francis Ouimet,
and the American amateur champion,
Jerome D. gravers, reached the third
round today in the French amateur
championship played on the links of
Ia Bou!le Golf club. Several others
of the 14 American entrants also suc
ceeded in getting through to the third
stage. The two Chicago players
""barles Evans, Jr., and Frazer Hale REGINALD A. BARR, WHO KILLED
Hovere, were eliminated in the sec
HIS SWEETHEART, FOUND
'
ond round.
HIMSELF DURABLE

HARD

IN ENDING IDS

Many rumors were brought in to
day of Impending cabinet disruptions,
of the fligt to Vera Crui of some of
General Hnerta'a ministers and even
of the approaching departure for Europe of Huerta himself. As an instance of their vagaries one newspa- THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT
IS ABOUT TO BREAK
per here today carried a circumstan
tial account of General Huerta's plan
OUT IN TRINIDAD
to depart by way of Vera Cruz.
'
A Mexican papers put scarebead
JURY TO BEJSWORN ; ':
THXEW
Kansas City, May 26. A Jury to try SYSTEM
KOCITAT PRIVATE
LIKELY HEARD FROM HUERTA lines to an equally vague rumor that
EESISTEO
Dr. W. T. Elam of . 8t Joseph, Mo.,
General Huerta had already left Mex
ico City, for Puerto Mexico to go oa
with the murder of W. Pogam
' NOT
HE REPLIED BY-- FIWNQ H 13 RIFLE charged
IT IS BE LIVED THE DICTATOR' DID board,
Cramer of Chicago, will be chosen be- FINDING DRUGS WOULD
the German liner Ipiranga there
IN
DIRECTION
FROM
WHICH
KILL
THEY
THE
HIM, HI JUMPED INTO
NOT LIKE
TERMS
fore night and the opening state(
on his way to , Europe. ,
IT CAME
A STOjtE QUARRY
ments in the case will be delivered
"C'. ""'AGREED TO
j
VT'.,.,-,
tomorrow, attorneys in the case said
Conditions Normal In Monterey
when the trial was resumed today.
Washington, May 26. Normal con TEEN
ALIGHTED IN LAKE CF WATER
BULLETSBECAN FLYING
AN AGREEMENT IS DOPED FOR ditions are prevailing again In MonteCOLO WAVE IN EUROPE
rey, Consul ' General Hanna reported
severe cold wave STILL UNHURT, HE LEAPED IN
The FORTUNATELY
Paris, May" 26.-NOBODY
WAS
LAND MATTERS AND ESTABILSH- - today to the state department
railroad to Saltlllo was to resume carspread, over southwestern Europe toFRONT OF A MOVING TRAIN J
HURT, BUT COLONEL IS APMENT OF NEW GOVERNMENT
day, j Several inches of snow fell In
rying passengera today and the consul
AND WAS KILLED
PREHENSIVE
OF1TROUBLt
DISCUSSION
UNDER
parts, of southeastern
France, while
reported his plaa to go to that city.
811Hmani-wlf,
heavy rains are reported from other
.Mrs, , John
of the
Lisle, 111., , May 26. Reginald A
Trinidad, Colo., May 26. An at regions.
vice consul, at Saltlllo,. has, learned
Niagara Falls, Ontario, May 26.
Barri leaving behind him a note deThe wind has suddenly veered once of her h'sbandti safe .arrival in .Mex tempted assault upon a United States
claring that his slaying of his sweet
more. When all seemed going well ico City though; the state department soldier and the firing upon a patrol of
Oustoman
under
at
troops
Captain
th
and
was
and
General
A
mes
Hanna.
S1LLIMAN MAY SET heart, Florence Bentley, at Downer
Consul
and everyone
optimistic
last night are being investigatGrove, three miles from here, last SatMexican delegates, believing they had sage from Mrs.'iSllllman received here
urday night was accidental, Jumped
reached an accord with the Americans, today tells of tihe arrest of her hus ed today by the" federal authorities.
were about to issue a formal state band on May 1 his three weeks1 Im More than 20 shots were fired upon
GOOD PRECEDENT beneath a moving train here early to
day and was killed.
ment explanatory of their position on prisonment ami-- departure for Mexico patrol men from a hillside overlooking
It was his fourth attempt at suicide.
the
after
a
who
had
Silrfman
camp
trooper
that
Mrs.
and
the land question
City.
regretting
expects to leave
It was clearly Impossible for them to Saltlllo later with a party of other dodged a missile turown at him UNLIKE OTHER OFFICIALS LEAV- In a note found on his person he de
clared he took a drug twice In an efthe window of the scale house
give guarantees as to the action of a American wonitjn and a Mr. Wheeler through
ING MEXICO HE KEEPS HIS
fort to die beside the body of hisl
answered a shot fired at him from the
new and sovereign and recognized of the British Consulate.
;
MOUTH SHUT
darkness.
sweetheart, but both times failed. He
government, there came a sudden halt.
next jumped into a quarry pit, but he
The patrol starting out to searcn
NOT qlllTE BROKE
The . Mexican delegates had - their
Vera Cruz, May 26..'.John R. SilH-mafor the person throwing the brick and
lit in the stagnant water, "I couldn't
D.
26.
John
hec
their
Columbus,
work
O'ij
May
finished,
stenographic
American
at Saltillo,
the shot was surprised by a
sink," said the note.
arrived here today from Mexico City.
tograph ready to print the document Rockefeller's 'Jftrsonal property, on firing
diThe clothing on his body wag wet
shots
fuailade
the
of
from
coming
b
which
he
said
will
for
taxation
assessed
and then they stopped. They
He declined to discuss his experiences
when he was taken from the track.
rection of the hills. Captain Cuchman
- in Ohio, la worth $311,226,347,
no
accord
proto
Issue
concluded
had
Uiey
during his imprisonment until after
kill-.e- d
nunclamento. It would be indiscreet, ing to the announcement made here reported this morning that a man was he had made his ' official report to The note said Miss Bentley was
seen
run
a
in
when he tried to kiss her. Shei
to
concealment
from
Of
is
thif$imotint
$285,000,000
when
today.
said.
everyone,
Then,
they
Washington.
,..
screamed and he placed his hand ons
ditch, but made his
amazed at this sudden step, was spe- alleged to be Standard, Oil stocm.
Mr. Silliman intimated that the tales
no
Colonel
her
make
would
Lockett
throat
the
and
reason
on
for
it
the
culating
comment relative to the shooting ex- of facing a firing squad and of other
"She became quiet all of a sudden.'
air was filled with rumors, probable
to say that the bullets probably indignities he was reported to have said the note.
and absurdly improbable, the Ameri- SHAI1R0CI IV LAUNCHED cept
were much ovedrawn. He
came
In remorse and fear he sat besir
from some "adventurous per- suffered
can delegates dashed up In their au
said- he felt it was nls duty to report
'
sons."
her
for some time, seeking to find i
tomobiles. There was a hurried
AT BfiilDER'S DOCK Colonel Lockett announced this fully at Washington before making
of life remaining in her. Finespark
room
to
the
mounting of the staircase
a detailed account of his arrest
he gave up hope, and Jumped Ir .i
morning he was considering; the an- public
ly
of the mediators, the door of the mys- and his release through the activity of
and a pro- LATEST CHALLENGER CHEERED nouncement made by W'illiam Dia- the British vice consul at Saltillo. ' the quarry pit. When this attem. ;.
tij chamber was slammed
mond
to' die failed he went to Aurora where-bof
the
Workers
United
M;ne
"'oBver&Miiif"
longed and
o
The trip to Mexico City from
He
purchased an anaesthetic.
was entered on.
SPECTATORS
. .'
h
wSTTnWnrplttSCTiMttf 41
were to be brought to Colorado to
prosa-aiinshlmw
It beaad,
must
be
there
that
obvious
was
It
conduct the strike, and that he had skirmishes between small detachments side the girl's body, swallowed It
some more definite assurance reGosipert, Eng., May 2G. Shamrock
o,'
const:tutiona'its and federal garrireached no decision as to whether or
After a while he woke up. The
sons at points along the route. The
specting the land question to meet IV, the challenger for the American not he would bar them from
still lay very quiet beside htm.
entering
girl
the declared purpose of President Wil- cup, was launched here today ind
train on which the consul traveled
the
district
he made the trip to Aurora
Again
son.
was preceded' by a troop train which
Precisely how it was to be christened by the Countess of oha'testhe
note, and again returned withi
says
be
worked
how
or
could
ij
out
it
worked
bury.
was fired on repeatedly, and was de
Accused Striker Arrested
to. die beside the girl he had
poison
out was not altogether clear, but little
The new challenger took the water
an
Grif- layed by torn up sections of the track. slainv
This attempt also was a failBoulder, Colo., May
doubt was felt by those participating on the stroke of noon. There was no fith
Mrs. Silliman is still in Saltillo un ure.
and Arthur Spenlow, strikers inhe wandered for hours
Then
hitch, in the arrangements and sue
that it would be worked out.
dicted by the recent grand jury were der the protection ot the British con through the woods before Jumping in
After the conference between the slid down the ways easily as the
arrested today and released on bond sulate. Her husband apparently feels front of the train.
mediators and the American delegates Countess of Shaftesbury, who had at noon.
no anxiety regarding her safety.
Justice Lamara dictated the following done similar service foj Shamrock III
TEDDY'S BUSY DAY
christened Sir Thomas jLdpton's latest
statement:
West Virginia Conference Held
Roose.
May
Washington,
"We have begun to discuss the champion, The little shipping town
.Charleston, W. Va., May 26. The DIG RESERVOIR IS
velt and his party arrived safely;
terms and details of a plan of pacifi was gaily decorated jjwlth American
joint scale committee of the minors
here at 3:20 o'clock. They were met
cation. ' On a number of them we find and British flags. Everybody present and
operators of the Kanawah coal
b officers ot the National Geographic;
t
ourselves fn substantial
agreement wore a shamrock.
in
field went into session here
BROKEN 13Y FLOOD society, and the colonel started
on his
The British battleclipe in the har a final effort to settle theirtoday
Others are still under discussion and
differ
program, which Includes a visit to the
as to them there has been no dis- bor were firing a salute in honor of ences. ' Subcommittees have been un
Smithsonian institute, a call at the
agreement We have an appointment the Queen's birthday ks Shamrock HT able to reach an agreement tho
PRO- White House, A visit to Senator
HATCHTOWN
IRRIGATION
inhabmost
and
was
of
the
launched,
tomorrow
attend
to
Lodge
to
Toronto
to go
check-of- f
system being the knotty
JECT PRACTICALLY RUINED-LI- VES
and Ambassador Jusserand, a dinner,
a Bocial function there, but we expect itants of the town thought the salute
ealjers of the miners indiproblem,
ARE IN DANGER
his lecture tonight on his Brazilian
to be able tpcontinue
;
meetings was for the yacht
cated that if a settlement is not reach
' "
and ending with a political con
and
tour,
telegrams
cablegram
the
..
.
'
ilany
trip."
along
ed soon a strixe may be called n xt
Utah, May 26. The dam ference with the pregretaive leaders
Richfield,
with good wiebes were received today
''
...
work.
of the Hatchtown irrigation reservoir in congress berore-- ' deparfiag for New
hy total sir Thomas liipton and
Rebels Force a Loan .'
in Garfield county, 65 feet high and York at midnight'
.
the
Charleate.
designer.
Nichqjson,
On Board United States Ship Cali
Lindsey Still Hopeful,
300 feet long, broke last night and reat
thimi&a
Sir
entflctnd
hj;g(rests
New York, May 26.Judgo Ben B,.
fornia, Mazatlan Mexico, May 25.
;
Will Speak in Philadelphia
leased, a floor which is rushing down
taoeftsiii 4riterft
to
San
26.)
Diego,
May
(via'Wireless
lindsey of Denver, who with two the Sevier river valley. ; '
26. Colonel
May
Philadelphia,
was
women from tbCtnMidlow, Cpjprado,
Getferal'iBuelna, who
appointed
Telephones and horsemen, warned Roosevelt's formal .campaign for the
i
state
r
after
coal
of
of
the
is
district,
governor
Teplo
to.tw;,Yorij jpaaking .settlers, and it is believed no lives
T
progressive party , Oils year will be
J
at mass meeting as a protest jsainst wwsv
the constitutionalist occupation of the
...
..
lost, but - many persons are opened in Pennsylvania He promised
TODAY IN CONGRESS
I
Rockefeller
the
has
financiers
forced
the
of
policy adopted by
j
Tepic,
city
homeless. Wire communication was
today, while on his way to Washing
!
interests in the. Colorado strike, t
there to lend 60,000 pesos to the Car,
and fears are entertained ton, to
interrupted
vi
i
his
succeed
speak in Pittsburgh on Jun
at
of
in
ranza government for the payment
day expected to
for the safety of the Piute reservoir
Washingtoi, May 26. Senate: Met tempt to Interview John D. Rockefel further down the river. The Hatch-tow-n 30. The date is six days after Colonel
the troops and other military expens
Roosevelt Is to return from Spain
es. This information was conveyed to at 11 a, m.
,
ler, Jr.
reservoir was part of a state his address in all likelihood will
of
todebate
on
be
the
fte
that
American
Rfvmed
repeal
of
the
fleet
admiral
the
Judge Lindsey explained
completed last year the first extended political utterance
'
T). Rockefel- irrigation .project,
tolls
John
to
he
,
sent
th
Panama
..
exemption.
telegram
,.
day.
at a cost of $175,000. The reservoir of the campaign, unless he decides to
JoiiOB of Washington spoke Jn op ler, Jr., reached Mr. Rocketellerv Sr..
The. Japanese cruiser Idzumo, which
had 17,000
of water in a make a speech or a statement before
was at anchor in, Mazatlan harbor for position to fie repeal of the Panamas and because of this mieteke he hoped lake a milesqnarefeet
a
and
half long tn, Sevier he. sails
forj Europe on Saturday.
tolls exemptions
8eevral days,, .departed today for
ty arrange for a ineetins today.
river canyon.. .The hreak is attributed
return
bill
to
to
a
Introduced
arSenator
expects
the
,
because of.
Judge Lindsey
'
expected
Sjeanson
to a landslide.
.4.: ...MISSING, . GIRLS FOUND
rival of. Japanese,,hierchantman; at to convert! the weather station at Deayer tonight The women from Ln
Boston.
summer
a
San Francisco, May 26. The two
into
Weeiher,
V
Va.,
plan"to
low
29.
Mount
that port May
CONTEMPT CHARGE DROPPED
.
daughters of Shan Ching Shu, ChinThey expect to visit ten cities' before
Word has arrived from Tepic that White Housa.
;
Atlanta, May 26. Charges of con ese consul general in San Franc! aco
Senator Fank S. White of Alabama returning to Ludlow.
;
Theodore Jones, an American held in
of court against Detective W. who disappeared from their home yes
tempt
chairman
revolution
the
of
made
was
on
a
the
federals
perthere
prison
by
Burns and Dan Lehon, his employe, terday and were believed to have
J.
the
RIIS DEAD
JACOB
committee,
claims
succeeding
been
released
has
ary
by
charge,
functory
today;
Barre; Mass., May26. Jacob A Riis, were dismissed here today by Super been kidnaped, were found
order of General Buelna. Evidence of late Senate Bradley.
author and social worker, died at his ior Court Judge Ben 1L Hill. Judge sleeping in a dry creek bed In t'a
House: Met at ll a. m,
constitutionalist
strong
sympathy
Resumed debate on the Clayton om- summer homo here today after a long Hill said that while the detectives Berkeley hills. They had wandere.2
among the citizen of Mazatlan Is bebill.
t
illnesstechnically were in contempt for hav into the hills to pick flowers and
nibus
American
shown.
Officers
the
of
ing
.Mm Riis and a son were at Mr. ing sent a wltnesa outside the Juris their way.
Represeitative idetz introduced a
fleet, while ashore today, were stop25 cent Riis' bedside when the end came, Mr. diction of the court, they had purged
Following the disappearance of
ped in the street by Mexicans who bill for thi issue of a special
of Riis was brought here about two themselves by returning the witness, children, federal anl lnj- begged that the American launches piece to ennmemorate the opening
weeks ago from a sanitarium at Battle whos testimony was sought in con- ciala on both sides ot Fin F"
be allowed to transport them to the the Panaira canal.
Democratic: leaders reached a ten Creek, Mich., where he had been a nection with Tom Frank's motion for Kay engaged m an eha
iv e
constitutionalists' lines. They, seemed disappointed when it was explain tative understanding to satisfy the de patient for several months taking a new trial oa the 'charge of murder. and officials in
riy Vt f ' ,
ed that the rules of strict neutrality mands of labor organizations in con treatment for heart trouble of long Frank was convicted of killing Mary city were on the 1h
a factory gtrl."
bils.
the
trust
wth
Phagan
Kidnapers,
standing.
pesed
nection
this.
prevented

SOLDIERS

PLANS

'

CONDITIONS

OCCURS

"Understanding the importance of a
strong nation and state, all good citizens should Interest their children In
apreciation of those who are willing
to risk their lives ia defense of organised society, without which there
can be no adequate protection of life MEXICAN REPRESENTATIVES, AFor property, nor maintenance of civilTER PROMISING STATEMENT,
ization."
CHANGE THEIR MINDS
h

CD

HITCH

26, 1914.

Huerta Ready to Flee
Among those arriving today by train

,

A

MAY

-

LIFE

E

?

KHZ1

s
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Suffragettes who
clashed pictures In the National Gallery and Royal Academy, together
with a number of window smashers,
were convicted and sentenced today.
tnohtha' Imprisonment was order- ed for each, of the picture destroyers,
while the . window; smashers in all
cases were condemned to terms of
four months.
Several women refused to give their
names and were identified by num-- 1
hers. One frail girl collapsed in court
as the result of a hunger strike and Jt
was necessary to give her a restorative. She was carried into court by
women wardens.Freda Graham, the suffragette who
slashed several valuable pictures in
the National Gallery on May 22, har-- ,
angued the Jury, declaring she had attacked the pictures "as a protest
against King George's illegal and unconstitutional action in refusing to
I
receive a legal deputation of women."
She added:
"What &ri five piclures compared
V
'
.with 80,000 pictures by the greatest
V
artist of all, which-arshamefully
'
defaced, 'damaged" aaT'dSgraded; ' tf'
men each night?"
Mary Spencer, who damaged a" picture at the Royal Academy on May
22, told the judge the 6nly way for
women to express their views w&a to
damage property, as they respected
human life too much to destroy it.
have
Extraordinary
precautions
been taken at the Epson race course
to prevent any repltitlon of last year's
tragic interference with the running
of the Derby, where Emily Wilding
Davison miet her death by jumping on
the course. A force of 2.000 police
will be on duty during the race meet-- .
u iingf. The arrangement
to prevent
" 'i oi .r'Klng George and Queen Mary being
subjected to annoyances by suffra- '
gettes have been made as perfect as'
'
possible.
Five suffragettes who were arrested
"HQ:
:,. .,by the police during a raid on a "West
rtroBflsf 8elni3-ia- t
on May 21, were brought
w?H if,
ftnr a magistrate today. After see-- i
'
ing the exhibits he took such a se
rious view of the case that he refused
all offers of ball. The exhibits seized
In the flat included a new shrapnel
grenade of ingenious manufacture,
, coils of fuse and plans of houses.
Memoranda were found- in the flat
regarding payments to militant suffragettes and also concerning traveling
expenses, including the journey from
Paris to England of Miss Cristabel
PankhureL
Two of the prisoners became so up.
roarloua in the prisoners' enclosure
during the hearing that they had to be
removed. One of them, Miss Em-- ,
have been
meline Hall, shouted:
;;
forcibly fed twice daily and am near'y
-'
dead as a result"
. sher' seemed half demented as she
- .v
,a'.
struggled with. the police, jller liat
was torn off, her clothes disarranged
"
v
...
and her hair disheveleaL"'
"You devils, you beasts,- she shriek
ed, as she was .carried out of the
court.
i

,

:

'

HAS IT THAT

IS ENDED

INQUIRY

COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
BUT
COMMISSION MEETS TODAY
TO PROBE NEW HAVEN

Washington, May
mony before

26.

Further testi-

the interstate commerce

commission on financial affairs of the
New Haven railway was postponed until Wednesday June 3 to permit special examiners to inspect the books of
J. P. Morgan and Company and personal papers of the late J. P. Morgan.
Four important witnesses whose testimony is wanted, are still to appear.
Samuel C. Morehouse, George MacCul-locMiller, DeVere Warner and Morton F. Plant today sent physicians'
certificates to the commission to show
they were too 111 to be examined on
the witness stand. The delay coming
closely on, yesterday's conference between President Wilson and Attorney
(Ten'4rar1trc1teynoias" and persistent W
ports that the investigation would be
halted, caused a great deal of specula-tiontiobut there was nothing official
to bear out the view that the conference of yesterday was responsible for
today's development.
h

APPLICATION

FOR WATER

WOMEN AMONG THE DELEGATES
Baltimore, May 26. More than 400

delegates, many women among the
'
number, are in this city to take part
in the seventeenth anniversary meeting of the American
association. Many parts of Canada and the United States are represented, among the visitors many physicians and heads of hospitals and
asylums. The gathering will continue
In session until Friday.
Medico-Psychologic-

get-awa-

'

'

e

Sal-tiff-

:

mi j

-

1.

'

-

26.-D-

Santa Fe, May 26. John Avirett of
Sierra county today filed a declaration
of intention to appropriate 500 cubic
inches of the flow of Jaraloso wash to
irrigate 45 acres.

;

mm denies

?

;

HE IS A

.

"I

vice-cons-

HE
REBEL GENERAL REQUESTS
BE CONSIDERED IN SETTLING
MEXICAN AFFAIRS
Washington, May 26. An agent of
General Emiliano Zapata and the junta
in charge of the Zapata movement in
central and southern Mexico is here,
and at the suggestion of Secretary
Bryan has iald before President Wilson and the state department information intended to controvert statements that Zapta is merely a bandit
and his followers a horde of freebooters. The agent submitted to Mr. Bryan
a statement of the ideals, program
and plan of campaign of Zapata and
his followers, the strength of his
forces ai iter. extent of territory over
whichJ he claims control, and. asked
that in any settlement jot the Mexican
problem full consideration be given to
the Zapatistas as a leading elemenjt.
In the Mexican revolution. '
.
"The Zapatistas base their preten- sloh&'on an assertion that they represent the revolutionary movement in
the most thickly settled portion of
Mexico, containing 75 per cent of all
the population. The agent informed
Secretary Bryan that Zapata has an
army of about 214,000. The emissary
assured Mr. Bryan that Zapata and
his followers would observe all the
rules of civilized warfare.
Discussing the relations of Zapata
to Carranza, the agent. In the memoranda presented, said that the two
elements, while not united, have the
same ends and purposes and are
working In concert
.

"o-n-

,

;

,Uunhn.
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Man-zanill-

leave-tonight-fo- r

,

anti-rus-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1914.

PICTURES AT. LAS CRUCES
crops are almost irresistible creators
commission la this: No great conSanta
All
Fe, May 26. Perfect skies
onsets
of optimism. Their principal
cession In the amount of rates is anfacilitated
the taking of the moving
conare the Mexican troubles and a
ticipated. In fact the amount granted
Is
this forenoon at Las
difficult
films
U
picture
fused political outlook.
may prove disappointing and be long
will
for
the
Mexico exposition
New
Cruces
influences
of
set
which
to
predict
delayed. But the mere exhibition of
commission. The extravaganaa Titan-i- a
dimm
latter
the
Should
control.
gain
Justice on the part of the interstate
was staged in the park, the scenery
ish in intensity, we are sure to witness
commerce commission, a disposition
H
from
with
the theater, however, being used
and
In
confidence
revival
Health
To
that
to substitute spirit of fair play for
Finally Restored
also under the trees, while in one
and a better
in
business
more
activity
has
possessed
which
long
of prejudice
By Lydia EL, Pinkham's
scene, the picturesque adobe houses of
tone in the investments markets. The
that body, will do more to restore consituaLas Ctruces formed the background.
foreign
the
Compound.
outlook
and
Mexican
Vegetable
than
fidence among railroad managers
the eame time a picture was taken
At
close
watching.
Railtion, however, require
CLEWS BELIEVES THE any other recent developments.
HENRY
Ohio. "I was in a terrible
of the scene from the historic scenario
Bellevue,
CLEWS,
HENRY
road owners and railroad managers state before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
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Round Trip Fares to Eastern Points
Tickets on Sale Daily June 1st. to
September 30. 1914;
Final Return Limit
Oct. 31, 1914

60 day

Asbury Park, N. J., Standard Lines
Differential
Atlantic City, N. J., Standard Lines
1
Differential
Boston, Mass, Standard Lines
Differential
Via Montreal, Quebec
Buffalo, N. Y, Standard Lines...
....
Differential

-

""$82.10

$74.80
$77.30

$84.30

$76.90

$82.80
$85.80
$85.80
$85.80

$77.20

..

III

$86.30

177.80

$73-8- 0

$80.30

.

-

.

... $C2.40
.

-

$67.30

$62.40

' $47l0

i

1

Chicago,
$77.30
New York, N. Y Standard lines
$74.30
Differential
Pittsburgh, Pa., Standard lines
Differential .
Side ride from La Junta to Denver and return
Side ride from La Junta to Colorado Springs and return .
Side ride from La Junta to Pueblo and return

"$67jiro

$65.45
$5.50

.

COLORADO

$3.25
.T$l!95

POINTS

.

Denver and return.
Colorado Springs and return.
Pueblo and return

$16.60
$13.70
$11.90

For Further Information Call at Ticket Office
D. L. Batchelor, Agent

thUcltblenSU:eI'

'

CALL ON US IF ONLY
TO INSPECT THEM.

E, Rosenwald
& Son
South Side Plaza
WATCH OUR

WINDOWS

Whooping Cough
'About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their cough-in- ?
and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For sale
,
by all dealers. Adv.
Dal-rymp-

Duffy's Puro
Mail Whiskey
gives to the aged the vigor of youth
and the power to sustain strength and
energy. Thousands have testified that
they owe their long life to the wonderful restorative and sustaining effects
of this ideal
"Got Duffy's sr.d
Map Well."
At most druggists,
grocers and dealers,
$1.00 a large bottle.
Booklet free.
The Duffy Malt
tonic-stimula-

Whiskey Co..
Rochester, N. Y.

--

HOSPITAL FOR FOXES
Charlottetown, P. E. I., May 26.
The marvelouB growth of the fox industry in Prince Edward Island has
resulted! in the establishment of something new In the world a fox hospital. The aristocratic tlaok or sliver
0
fox, whose value now approaches
a pair, is the animal to be considered In connection vlth this Institution, upon which building operations
have now commenced. A staff of com
petent veterinaries will1 be connected
with the hospital to study ailments
of the fox and to treat any of the
animals that become si?k or Injured.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

i50.ooe.se

100,000.0t

ex.

$30,-00-

NEW

.

abundance.

y

-

...

Spring and summer
styles are here in

LAWYER

t

I. If. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer.

Vice-Preside-

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
B. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash,

LA& VEGAS
INTEREST JPAID OIM TIME DEPOSITS
'

ADMITTED

Santa Fe, May 26. R.iB. Powell of
Silver City today took tile oath before
the supreme court admtlng him to
practice in the New Mexico courts.
,Mr. Powell Is vicepresdent of the
Consolidated Naval Stores company
and came to New Mexico for climatic
reasons. He hag built binself a beautiful home at Sliver City and will open
an office there.

LAS" VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

'

i

For a Torpid LNf
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the paBt six (fears whenever my liver shows sigis of being
in a disordered condition. iThey have
always acted quickly and gven me the
H.
desired relief," writes jits.
Trubus, Springville, N. Y For sale
I
by all dealers. Adv.
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

REPUBLICANS

TO

PUT UP HARD
FIGHT
THEY ARE LAYING THEIR PLANS
TO CAPTURE MICHIGAN AT
FALL

ELECTION

utive's action, declaring that h will
never receive the vote of the labor
element again. , On the other hand
many stalwart republicans in the tipper peninsula, business men and in
fluential citizens, who have always
rallied around the G. O. p. standard
have openly declared that Ferris can
have their votes if he runs again, and
they nave commended him because of
the firm course he pursued during the
labor troubles. But now that the cop
per strike has been settled In a man
ner fairly satisfactory to all parties it
is a question, whether the governor's
attitude when the strike was at its
height will have as much influence in
the coming campaign as it appeared
probable that it would some months

saves daughter

MAY 26, 1914.

FEAR MAKES THE

This Idling Remedy
v
Known Fifteen Years

CHAVEZ WILL BE

If

Advice of Motler no Doubt Pre-Tent

HOST POWERFUL

Daughter! Untimely End.

CENSOR
" 1 was not

Ready, Ky.
able to do
nywing ior neany six months," writes
mra. Laura craicner, oi mis place, "and
uuwn in oca ior mrce montns.
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
wuuumiy nouoies.
Our family doctor told my husband he

EXPERIENCES OF THE EDITOR
OF THE MEXICAN HERALD
ARE THRILLING

.

Terybo1y who infrert from or la
with Lung Trouble would
the man
wher recoveries were urouicbt about through th use
of Lrkman'a Alterative.
remedy whit
hag stood the test for oealy flfteeo year,
a strong opinion In favor
of It would b
the result. What It has accomplished
for
others it miir do for you.
Read this:
145 E- - -n
New York.
8t.,
Oentlemen:
Lsst December I took a
sudden cold, which developed Into Pneumonia
The doctor did all hs possibly
could for me, but could not clear my
AaT 1 ,aw
testimonial la
.?ne
the papers telling of the (rood rs
aUIU
!n'e"ne had from taking Eckman's
Alterative for a trouble of the lungs I
W
ai 0o" felt od
f.an t.n.kll"f
My lungs began to clear up and I
began to gain In strength and was soon
well enough to take up my work again.
I am In better health now than I have
1
m
SJL .n,.llmei,
the New York DiiMlonsry
Home for
Homeless and Friendless Boy '
(Affidavit)
EHNEST P. WILCOX.
(Ahove abbreviated; more on request)
Kckmnn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for sivere Throat and Lung Affection
nrom bltls Bronchial Asthms. Stubborn
k- Isolds snd In in, hi, 11,11,,,.
.
rontnlns no narcotics, poisons or'hahlt-formin- g
drugs. Auk for booklet telling
of recoveries
and write to Kckuian
Laboratory. I'blladelnhls. Pa . for evidence, tor sale bv all lesdlnir
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A GOOD

MATCH

FOR CHAMP
ABE POLLOCK THINKS TRINIDAD
BOY HAS A CHANCE TO BEST

KILBANE

strictly to the weight limit, Tho til
beet men Kilbane has met are Abi
Attell, Johnny Dundee, Frankie Con
ley, Patsey Braanigan and Charluj
White. Chavez has fought Patsy Bran
nigan three times, the last time v'
Pueblo a few weeks ago, when ha wotj
the decision. Aside from this, the
Mexican has drawn with Fraakir
Burns, slipped up on Eddie CampL
knocked out Battling Chico and bro4
ken even with Jimmy For. Chavez
hasn't had the opportunity of mingling'
with the smart set Kilbane hag had,!
having operated always In the wild and
wooly section where It Is a long way
between good boxers of the type
worth of consideration as drawing
'
cards.
Most of Kll bane's opponents In the
east have been boys who are UBed to
nothing but the ten round route. Some
of them who have given him plenty
of trouble in six and eight round af
fairs can't very well be rated much
more than preliminary boys compared
to the 15 battle he will undergo when
he clashes with the Mexican.
The probabilities are that Kilbane
will be called upon to extend himself
to the limit and his work will bo the
real test which will show up his real
condition,
something the shorter
bouts have failed to do.
Since winning the title from Attell
two years ago Kilbane has taken
down $50,000. His regular guaran
tee is auout ii.&iM), plus a per cent
for short bouts. It takes a great many
of these shot goes to pile up a stack:
of that size, so dt is plain that Johnny
has not been loafing as much as re
ported. He is exemplary In his habits,
neither smokes nor drinks, is married,
devoted to his family, and (generally
takes them joy riding with him, to
where he is to perform.

Dertoit, Mich., May 26. Republican
Kansas City, Mo., May 26. There
The Denver ringblrds and fight gos
dif-''leaders from every nook and corner
out
running
are parading around with, their
sips
,l
of Michigan are arriving in Detroit to
American newspaper in Mexico and
but he did not help me.
chests thrown out and looking wise
atted the state "welfare conference"
At last, mv mnihor aHvio m
Paul Hudson, former Kansas bov ed- these last few days, and they have
which is to meet tomorrow. With pres ago.
Laraui, the . woman' tonic. I thought lior and owner of the Mexican Herald,
good reason. Since Johnny Corbett
ent indications pointing to an attend
Governor Ferris wa3 elected in 1912
got on the job of matchmaking for the
ance of fully 8,000 of the party lead by a substantial
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to ascertain whether oysters sold In
one of the most prominent markets
for these products in the United
States contain typhoid organlms de
rived from the Intestinal tract, and
whether their contents Varies with the
fceasons of the year.
.
The bacterial findings Indicate that
the oysters Bold In Baltimore are la
general free from sewage contamination. Those few lots which would be
condemned by the most rigid standards ere obtained at times of the
year whin the weather was quite
warm -- a fact of not little significance
in view of the tendency to prolong tho
season beyond the limoyster-eatinits of the colder months. One of the
.inst 3'rikiit joints brought out was
in the character
the distinct-changof the oysters, according to the time
of the year. In the early fall the
scores were high, in the cold weather
of midwinter low, and again high in
the spring. " On no occasion were the
bacteria which cause typhoid found.
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The fact that Mr. Ford is to gradual
ly lay off factory hands until the number of 6,000 will be without employ-

TUESDAY,

MAY 26, 1914.
WOULD QUIT COMMISSION

HAS A PLAN FOB

Pueblo, Colo., May 26. Bearing
more than 2,000 names, a petition
calling for a special election to determine whether the commission form of
here shall
government
be overthrown and the municipal ma
chinery placed under the old ward
s J stem, abandoned threw years ago.
was filed with the city clerk here toThe petition would make the
PRESIDENT OF NORTHERN NEW day.
new
effective seven weeks
regime
MEXICO GOOD ROADS ASSOCIA-TIOthe adoption of the petition.
after
HEARD FROM

ADVERTISING

ment for a time has attracted several
times as much attention as similar ac
tion by numerous employers of the
country. Word comes from Washing
ton that the federal government is to
begin an inquiry Into causes. Wheth
er llaman's gallows is to be used or
not only the results of the inquiry will
determine. The managament announ
(
ces that the retrenchment is due to
I S. Wilson, . president of the
slack business and the cause assigned
for such slackness is reasonable on Northern New Mexico Good Roads asits facaIi is explained that the op- sociation, has a plan for drawing toureration of the factory continuously. ists to this part of the 6ttae. He suggests the improvement and maintennight and day, in three eight-hou- r
shifts, enabled it to fill all orders. It ance of the circle drive, through the
is not customary for factories to ac Cimarron canyon to Santa Fe by way
cumulate a great surplus of products of Taos and to Raton via Las Vegas.
and store the same. 'When the surplus Mr. Wilson has written The Optic as
has been disposed of abroad at reduc follows:
ed prices in competition with foreign
"Raton, N. M., May 25, 1914.
golds it has given rise to charge that "To the Editor of The Optic,
American customers were being rob
"Sir:
bed. Every tariff campaign has been
"The season is now approaching
enlivened with discussions of this when something should be done in
practice.
the way of Improving tho northern
But Mr. Ford must suffer the penal New Mexico highways. Aside from
ties of his promlnense, due to his
the
highway I wish to
plan and his minimum wage call attention of all the towns in this
of ?5 a day, His. competitors criticis part of the state to the fact that reed h,im severely for Ms reform, charg cently Raton has secured a change of
ing that it would derange labor condi- two other "routes through this' 'point,
tions In all automobile factories. Some one from ' "Texas to Colorado' Springs
customers argued that the price of the and the' other " from southern '"Kansas
.fit
'.'ord product should have been, re- and Oklahoma to the same place.
......
duced.
New competitors ; began i to ' "It has occurred, to be
that.it might
push cheap made car?, spurred by the
possible to divert at least a por- enormous, profits.-- y Amid
story
qn, of, this traffic, from Colorado
the praise from humanitarian a was Springs and Denver to northern New
some tonsure, the espionage"- of the Mexico
points. ,The best plan . that
favored employes being a source of occurs to be for bringing this about is
much of the criticism. One socialist the laying out and
establishing of a
editor accused Mr. Ford of trying to route by way of the Cimarron canyon,
own his employes,
body and soul. Taos, Santa Fe and bank through Las
Whenever, a rich man has decided to Vegas to Raton. It we can
get the
give tway Ms welath he has suffered people coming from Kansas, Oklahoma
a sinv'Jar fate. Mr. Carnegie's Various
and Texas to realize; the advantages
hobbies have been criticised from end of New Mexico climate and the scenic
to end of the country.
If he had beauties of the Circle Drive, we can
kept hi& noney or built mansions with gradually change the traffic which
it or invested it in yachts he would would otherwise
go to Colorado to New
have escaped censure except as a gen Mexico. This will result in
building
eral horrible example of a plutocrat up summer resorts in
practically evBut when he decided that he would ery town along the
proposed route and
spend his fortune for the public good, bring millions of dollars into the state.
everybody considered the decision ana At the present time the only points
invitation to show that while Mr. Car benefitted by these tourists are Claynegie might know how to make money ton, Folsom, Des Moines and Raton
he had not the remotest conception of and then
only by way of night stops
how it should be spent.
or at most a few day's spent In Raton.
That Mr. Ford's latest move is dic- It can easily be 'seen that great ad
tated by his best business judgment vantages will accrurfto the state If
will not be questioned by any fair- - these
people can be1 kept within our
' '
minded person. A federal inquiry as borders.' ' '
to the causes for retrenchment will
"I would, therefore, urge that each
consequently be without value, even If town along the route, working in conMr. Brandeis or Mr. Jtedfield himself junction with the
county road boards,
should conduct it and make a report- - should use their utmost endeavors to
on now tne automobile Industry should place every part of the Circle Drive in
be conducted. But an inquiry as to the best
possible conditions as soon
the effect on the Ford employes would as it can be done. It is expected that
be interesting.
Has the promise of several thousand tourists from Texas
employment of an unusually remun to Colorado will pass through Raton
erative kind any effect on the habits during the present year and If even a
of the employes? What Is their atti- small proportion of these can be di
tude toward Mr. Ford since the an- verted to New Mexico points great
nouncement of retrenchment? The benefits will accrue to all the towns
way of the philanthropist Is sometimes through which the line runs.
almost as hard as that of the trans
"Trusting that a concerted effort
gressor and Mr. Ford is entitled to may be made to put the whole road
in good condition and to advertise It
public sympathy in his troubles.
--o
properly, I am
"Yours very truly,
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President Wilson's avowed purpose
to
"save Mexico, ' announced in his
.
.
interview in the Saturday Evening
.
Post, does more credit to his human
ity than to his statesmanship .and
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knowledge of International law. That
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The president does 'not confined
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to hoping that Mexico will be
himself
ifiemlt'by check, draft or money
He declares it to be bis pur
saved."
not
we
will
sent
otherwise
If
rder.
pose to save it. Between desire and
toe responsible for loss.
is an immense differ
Specimen copies free on application. intention there
ence. and the difference Is ohstrusive.
It not fatal, when the matter is one of
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Interfering with the domestic affairs
EXPIRATION OF TIME
of another country. There is a world
PAID FOR
of difference between this purpose
and the policy of "watchful waiting"
Advertisers are guaranteed the with which the phesident entered up
largest dally and weekly circulation on his dealing with the Mexican ques
ef any newspaper in northern New tion. "Salvation," which must be dy
Mexico.
namic to be effective, Is one thing;
"watchful waiting," which is nothing
if not static, is quite another.
TELEPHONES
There Is only one side to the propo
Main 2
uslness Office
sition
that Mexico ought to be "sav
2
News Department
..Main
ed; that the' people ought to be free
In reality as well as In name; that
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they ought to be saved from the de
predations of what the president would
OYSTERS AND TYPHOID
have called "predatory wealth" if he
FEVER
had been pressed hard enough. The
Mexican people are unquestionably
There are seasons of tlie year when the "economic Blaves" of the
r he instances of infection with the or- - "upper classes"; they are undeniably
; .linlsm of typhoid fever can be traced
exploited by the "hidalgo" class and
.'o their source. The greater outbreaks the haciendero system of landlordism.
ire usually due to infected water, Whether they are fitted and ready for
inili or other foods, while the smaller any more beneficent system Is not so
groups and isolated cases can best be clear. That they ought to be lifted up
explained by contact infection. The to a far higher plane than that they
carrier has been shown to be the link now occupy admits of no controversy.
between hitherto unconnected cases.
But does it come within the prov
For many years no form of air infec- ince of the president of this republic
tion (except dust) hns been said to to enter upon any overt propaganada
be a cause of typhoid, and the reports of this sort of "salvation?" Even If
of- - outbreaks of dust-borntyphoid this question' were answered in the af
Sever in the Spanish and Boer wars firmative, for the sake of argument or
and in India are based on the film otherwise, the policy pursued by the
eiest evidence.
president is not calculated to effect
We have not forgotten the ubiquit such an end. Every day 'brings the
ous housefly as a frequent carrier of news of fresh atrocities committed by
disease, says The Journal of the Am Villa in the prosecution of a
erican Medical Association. In many "war." but which long ago took on all
of our states, however, insects of this the aspects of wholesale butchery. Al'
"L. S. WILSON,
WAGON MOUNO MAN
type are excluded as effective agents most every dispatch, tells the grew"President Northern New Mexico Good
of infection because of the climate some story of prisoners of war being
Roads Association.
IS STABBEOJO DEATH (i c
3trrlng the colder months of the year, slaughtered.
Every 'battlefield be
. so mat we cannot fall back on the comes a
shambles, where the laws of
Convenient hypothesis of "transmis- civilized warfare are viciously violatsion by files." Ever since Conn's re- ed. Every day brings the fall of the SARO PACHECO KILLED BY JACO- - EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS
BO LUCERO IN A SALOON
port indicating the occurrence of capital nearer, and the president does
LATE LAST NIGHT
cases of typhoid fever in epidemic not seem to have been able to rid himGOOD ENTERTAINERS
form as the result of the use of oys- self of the fatuous conviction that the
ters contaminated with sewage, there triumph of Villa will be the triumph of News was received 'heer' from Wag- has been a growing tendency to attri- the "liberty" which he so eloquently on Mound todayto the effect that Saroj NORMAL YOUNG FOLK GIVE TWO
bute the origin of much of the winter extols. The establishment of Carrari-- ' Pacheco had been fatally stabbed last
PLAYS AT GRADUATION
typhoid fever in certain districts to za in the palace of Chapultepec seems night by Jacobo Luoero. The stabbing
EXERCISES
sewage-pollute- d
to the president the realization of his occurred in a Wagon Mound saloon.
bivalves.
It is time to ascertain whether this dream of Mexico's "salvation," the eli- It was impossible to learn the details
Last night at Normal hall the com
attitude toward the oyster is Justified mination of the system of "overlords" ot the affair. District Attorney C. W. mencement exercises of the Eighth
y the facts. Oysters are a highly and aritocrats, the emerging of the G. Ward left for Wagon Mound today Grade of the New Mexico Normal Uni
prized article of diet wherever they submerged 85 percent f ronthe fafsn-mar- e on train No. 10 to make an investiga versity were given before a large audi
are obtainable. Despite the Increasof civil war if the Villa rebiefr tion. He was accompanied by Patri ence. The exercises were, excellent
enforcement
lion
can be dignified .by this outraged cio Sanchez, sheriff of Mora county. and thoroughly enjoyed.
of rigid regulations
ing
concerning the vending qf oysters that term into the light of ''orderly and Pacheco was a prominent resident of ! Jl ne musical and dramatic talent
are free from pollution accoring' to righpus government,"
Wagon Mound, son of the late Probate displayed by the Eighth grade pupils
the standards of such representative
shows that this class will be a valuThe interview referred to was given Judge Pacheco.
fcodi.es as the bureau of chemistry of 3. month 'ago. Many things have
ed addition to the academic, course of
the United States department of agrithe Normal University. The singing
since that time, ibut every event MORE. EXCAVATIONS ORDERED
Santa Fe, May 26. The hoard of re and presentation of farces by this
culture and the Rhode Island shell-fishas only served to make more untencommission, the prejudice against this able the theory upon which the admin- gents of the New Mexico museum met class shows that the children are cap
has, Justly or unjustly, istration has proceeded. Mexico is today In the Old Palace and author- able and by the time of their graduaincreased In many quarters. To con not being "saved" by lifting the em ized excavations of the ruins at Cuaral tion' from the higher course they
sider only the alleged responsibility bargo on armi to revolutionary butch- in August and the Puye in October. should be quite accomplished!,
of the oyster In the causation of win- - era and looters. Mexico is not being The excavations at Cuaral are to be The guests of honor at the exer
e
ter typhoid, we may ask what Its hab- "saved" by an alliance or
gin on July 2 and are to continue dur cises last night were Mrs. Johanna R.
its are at this season. Gorham has
between the unspeakable Villa ing the first half of August. The re Vollmer, Dr. H. M. Smith, Mr. John
shown that during cold weather oys- and the great American republic. Mex- gents requested Director Edgar L. Harris, Mr. William Springer and Mr.
ters rest or hibernate; movement ico Is not being "saved" while Villa Hewett to draft resolutions upon the Eugenio Romero.
ceases and feeding does not occur, is shooting defenseless prisoners and death of Donald Beauregard, the artist, The graduates from th'a class are
and the oysters become practically while Mokico Is being emptied of copy to be forwarded to his parents as follows ;
free from sewage organisms, even thousands, of the very kind of people and another to Hon. Frank Springer. Audrey N. Summerlin, Josephine C.
when lying on sewage-pWIutewho are necessary to Industrial progbeds.
Lopez, Neva V. Chambers, Lena E..
FIRST AID 13 TAUGHT '
As such facts seem to throw some ress. Mexico is not being "saved"
Langston, Emilie Baca, Ruth Turner,
Denver, Colo., May 26. First aid Emma S. Pettlne, Mary L. Condon,
Ooubt on the wisdom of attributing while prosperous property owners, en- winter typhoid to the oyster, Joseph j gaged in developing in a wholly legiti-Tia- s car No. 2 of the American Red Cross Corrine L. Moesiman, Ida Harper, Ben
made a bacterlolojrlo stu4v of the mate manner the resources of the society arrived here today. ' Two days N. Strickfadden, Max U, Hfeld- - Henry
rvs-irrgold la r.ilt.'.inore. The aim country, are being reduced to poverty will be spent In first hid instruction. C Archibald, Millicent H. Fisher, Rob
'
' , i
the and while the country is being over- - From here the car will go to Chey ert AT. Zingg, W. Frederick Moore,
i, r
i
t i
ii o2y run with britcands masquerading under enne. It is on its regular route Severino Trujillo, Jr., and Harry Moa.
.was (the name of "patriots."
.
i
through the Rocky Mountain district, slmn.
Ooean-to-Ocea-
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valuable presents and happy messages
of greeting that were received ,, by
Queen Mary today on her birthday
anniversary. Her majesty was born
in Kensington Palace, May 26, 1867,
and consequently enters today upon
h
year.
her

PRESENTS

forty-eight-

NEED NOT BE COSTLY

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE,
New York. May 26. The market
Trading reached low
closed easy.
Phh on the exchange today, the busi
ness of the Bession falling to the smal

TO BE GOOD,

lest total recorded thus far this year.
no important instances were net
changes especially notable. The last
sales were as follows:
72
Amalgamated Copper
.105
American Sugar
96
Atchison
.vi.(p.
....165
.
Reading
93
Southern Pacific
..157
Union Pacific
62
United States Steel
109
United States Steel, pfd
;

fVCHICAGO

.'. ;

And for the girls yots can always find some
thing to please them

AT

TAUPERT'S

TRADE

the
Chicago.
slant
an
took
upward
market
wheat
todav. the advance was not held ex
cept for May, In which trading lacked
volume. After opening unchanged to
iL cent higher, prices for deferred op
tions receded to slightly below last
night's level. The close was steady
advance.
net lower to
Corn rose on account of coverings
'
by shorts who found offerings light.
Quotations reacted, though, when
wheat began to sag. The market
cent higher
started unchanged to
and made a further gain before there
was a decline. The close was steady
net lower to an advance.
to
Continued dry weather and increasing
complaints of damage gave strength
to oats. Profit taking by longs served
to check the bulls.
Provisions averaged lower with
hogs. What support there was came
chiefly from packers. The last quotations were:
'
Wheat, May 98; July 86.
Corn, May 71; July 67.
Oats, May 42; Juiy 39.
Pork, July $19.92; Sept $19.67.
Lard, July $9.75; Sept, $9.90.
-

Hare you seen

-

CITY

LIVE

FREE
k,'.
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STOCK

:

with a purchase

Oil

of any article to the

J

of Paints,
kinds

Fourteen

.

Stains,

Enamels.

for household use.

lYou can use them yourself
PAGE SAMPLE

Phone Vegas

1

;

FURNITURE CO.

14 - 507 - 6th. St. '

';'

- Style - Style

Constantly changing, and more of it every day.
It governs every garment. .No matter what
your figure, be it average or extreme,

;

THERE 18 A?
.

,

For you which will give you the
most
and stylish lines
up-to-da-

h

!.: 'a.

te

STOP IN AT OUR DEPARTMENT

tood-produ-

AND SEE THE NEWEST STYLES

"Aa Good aa a BaGharssh'a"
Yes, that's a good standard by which others should be judged.
BUT ARE THEY AS GOOD AS A BACHARACH'S?

semi-allianc-

Results and experiences seem

Wo Raoommond

r"-Retailers
of Fine

Merchandise

J

v

prove not.

our Summer Wash Cres &ss - $ 1.25 to $15.00

AU Garmentts

d

oil

'

line

$4.25

hap-pene-

--

FREE

if Tprop

theyitat3

$66.75;

Style

'jL

erly used. Youmay7
nave one while

10.50.
, ..
iSheep, receipts 8,000. Market Btea-tiy.fv Lambs $79; 'yearlings

ewes

A--

destructible.. Will last)

Kansas City, May 26. Hogs, receipts 17,000. Market lower. Bulk $8
8. 15; heavy $8.108.17; packers
and butchers $8.058.20; lights $7.90
8.10; pigs $7.257.75.
7,000.
Market
Cattle,
receipts
strong. Prime fed steers $8. 509.15;
dressed beef sters $7,508.50; western steers $7.258.60;
southern
steers $6.508.25; cows $4.507.75;
heifers $79; stackers and feeders
$6.508.25; bulls $67; calves $6.50

$5.606,25;

tin-

new Leather Novelties?

imported Chinese stock. Set
in ruhher. PracfirallirT ln-- 1

-

wethers
5.75.

they

nl

A higrT quality brustfmade of
carefully selected bristles from

indefinitely
KANSAS

v

the boys than ever before.

t

BOARDj,OF
May

, , ,

This year we have Aiore presents suitable for

Tn

;

.

H":

GRADUATION

OF THE QUEEN
BIRTHDAY
London, May 26. Many were the

of-hi-

:

,'-:-

The

Store

6
E. LAS VEGAS- -

Guaranteed.

r7-

OT QUALITY'
Opposite

i

Cast neda

N.M?

Hotel
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Blessing of Confirmants.
The Normal University orchestra, di
Rev. Dr. J. H. Landau rected by Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Is
TO
Presentation of Certificates
composed .of the folowlng: Edward
...Rev. Dr. J. H. Landau Hite, solo violin; Lola Hixenbaugh,
(EL
Benediction.
first violin; Nellie Parnell, first vioIN
W. W. Killof of JJenver, wasa buslin; Ida Harper, second violin; Neva
second
iness visitor la Las' Vegas today?"
Chambers,
violin; Elizabeth
Since its organization this Bank has consistently and
'BACHELOR'S ROMANCE Hart, second violin; Howard Petersen,
constantly devoted Its efforts to, the npbildlniE of
George F. Schlmon ol Pueblo, Colo,
a safe and conservative banking institution.
'
'
business
visit
on
town
brief
a
flute; LeRoy Brown, clarinet; Paul
Is la
Its
constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its efforts ar
L. W. Devlne of Watrous came In
appreciated by the banking
PERFORMANCE 1 ONI GUT Mareelle, first cornet; o. C. Zingg,
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our tooka, but there Is
second cornet; Grank Condan, basample
space for more-last night for a short stay in this city.
to give our patrons the best of banking service In all lines.
CONFIRMATION OF CHILDREN AT
Ask the man, woman. Cm OT corporasoon; Omar Barker, trombone; Carl
F. M. Hughes, postmaster at Solano,
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY. L, L
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE ON
came in last night for a short business
NORMAL
SENIOR
CLASS
WILL Ehrich, bass; John Reed, drums: Eth
SHABUOTH
el Haruer. accomDanlnt..
!i
GIVE A CHARMING PLAY AT
' '
'
visit
Make This Bank Yonr Bank. A Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
THE DUNCAN
W. A. Dueer of Albuquerque came
The confirmation class of Temple
We Pas 2
on Cheeky Accounts
in last night for a several days' busiWe Pay ifo on Time and Saving Accounts
Montefiore will receive the sacred rite
This evening at 8:30 o'clock at the WAGON MOUND TO BRING
ness visit
upon an important feast day, Shabu Duncan
opera house the first curtain
Louis Taussing of San Francisco,
the feast of weeks, which fails for the
oth,
VeLas
In
was a commercial visitor
play, "A Bachelor's Romance"
A BUNCH OF ROOTERS
upon nexf'Sunday morning.
presented by the class of 1914 of the
.
gas today.
.
isliabuoth, "the feast of the weeks," New Mexico Normal
BOYS
HONOR
E. W. Neal of Shoemaker came in
University, will
:
also called the "feast of the first rise. Those in
charge say that the FORTY PEOPLE WItL COME HERE
yesterday afternoon for a short visit
fruits" falls according to the Jewish curtain will go up
with friends.
SUNDAY TO SEE BENEDICTS
promptly at the
THE OLD SOLDIERS
William Kroenig of Watrous came calendar, on the sixth of Sivan which time mentioned, and they ask that the
PLAY BASEBALL
YOUR
will occur this year on the thirty-firaudience be seated then.
in yesterday evening for a few days'
of May. Its name is derived from the
The live citizens of Wagon Mound
At 8:15 o'clock the Normal orches
business visit
seven weeks which elapsed between
E. U. Strong drove in last night from
tra, under the direction of Miss Mar have Informed D. L Cole, manager of YOUTHS WILL ESCORT SPEAKERS
the departure of the children of Israel
Mora in his automobile for a short
TO THE OPERA HOUSE
guerite Cluxton, will begin the musi the Castenada hotel, that next Sunday
from
Egypt and their arrival at Mount cal program for the
business visit.
about 40 residents of their city will
This
MEMORIAL SUNDAY
evening.
Sinai.
Like its companion holiday, will not extend
Mrs. L. D. Bragg of Mora came in
te at the hotel for dinner. This big
8:30 o'clock.
beyond
X of Main
last night and will be a visitor here the Feast of the Passover, it too, has The opera house will be crowded to crowd will come here to attend and
The participation of theY. M. Q. A
Doth an agricultural and a historical
tatnJt
for several days.
capacity, providing all those who have boost for the Wagon Mound married in the memorial services to be held
This
was
aspect.
the early harvest purchased tickets" attend. The ad men's team in the game with the Las at the Duncan opera house, under the
Eugenio Romero, county treasurer,
left this afternoon for Albuquerque for season when the first of the wheat, vance sale has been unusually large, Vegas Benedict at the Amusement auspices of the Grand Army, next
baked in two loaves of bread, was The
a short business visit
Batteries: Caret, Mains, Reynolds
galleries are sure to be filled as park.
Sunday afternoon, has been turned
National League
and
over
Charles Schreck of Capitan arrived brought as an offering of gratitude. well as the lower floor.
to
the
At Chicago
Stanage; McKee, Johnson. Bent- the'unlor
members
fcoye,
The
Mound
folk
will make
R.H.E.
Wagon,
and
as
a
token of man's dependence
With the big hit that was scored by the txfp to this city in automobiles of the association, and their friends. ley and A. Williams.
in the city last night and will remain
New York
1 5 1
the
upon
God.
of
Histori- the High school last week in its class and will
goodness
here indefinitely as a visitor.
5 6 4
Chicago
arrive here about noon. Im As they are to form' the personal esAt Boston
W. G. Smith of Pecos, N. M., came cally it carries us back in memory to play and the assertion from the Nor mediately after dinner the bunch will cort of the speakers, it Is especially
R.H.E.
Batteries:
and
Demaree,
Schang
rlL- 3 5 0 Meyers; McLean, Cheney and Bresna-ha-n,
In last night and will be a visitor in the promulgation of the Ten Com- mal University that the production of go to the ball park where the came desirable' (hat every boy in Las Vegas Cleveland
' '
mandments, when Israel accepted the that Institution would be
'
" '
LUIi
0 3 3
Boston
should attend.''
the city for the next few days.
equal to if will take place.
'
new moral code and religious legisla- not
' j
Mitchell
Batteries:
High-scho1
and
the
In
Miss AJIceA. Gage of Santa Fe ar
these
Carisch;
latter days when the ranks
eclipse
Hhe Wagon Mound team is a fast
perform
At SL Louis
rived in ttbe city last night and will tion, and was aroused for the first ance, the public eagerly has purchased aggregation, according to reports," an'3 jf the veterans? are becoming thinner Collins, Combe and Carrigan, Foster.
TdB.L
time to the consciousness of its spir- tickets and has
fee a visitor here for several days.
for an excel expects to win from the local squad. jfear by'year, theoty of perpetuating
3
Bton
prepared
1
,
itual
task
and
destiny. The Ten Com- lent entertainment It Is now up to The
At Philadelphia
R.H.E. St. Louis
C. W, Holbrook of Boston, came in
2 7 2
the
local team has not the'spirit Of patriotism devolves upon
of
lineup
2 6 2
Batteries: Tyler and Whaling; Roblast night and will be a business vis- mandments are the Magna Charta of the Normal to produce.
been announced, but will include sev the younger, and even the youngest, St Louis
religion.
secured
...
Haying
10 0 inson and Wingo.
Philadelphia
With
political
the
next
With'
few
In
talent
for
this city
of the Nor eral old time players who undoubted- generation.
the
itor
this fact in mind,
plentiful
'
freedom, Moses found it' necessary to mal University the
Jame : Lav er era and
Batteries:.
;
days.
play . tonight ly will furnish excellent entertainment the association has decided to call
s
his
give
freedom.
people
religious
The
should
to
Agnew,
arCrossin; Pennock and Lapp.
At Cincinnati
all expectations. for the fans.
H. M. Walker of Pierre, S. D.,
prove up
upon Its boys for the noble eervlca
R. H. E.
new nation must be buttressed .upon Miss
Parents
director
are
to
will
Ross,
of
the
Las
in
tell
May
last
their
and
6 10 2
Philadelphia
Vegas
requested
night
rived
play,
At New York
r ( R. H. E.
children what the day Brands for, and
j.
Cincinnati
be a visitor here for the next few religious obligation. They may be a is certain that the cast will, do justice
4 9
kingdom, ibut they must be a kingdom In every way to the
6 0
All Chicago
Batteries: Mayer, Marshall and
weeks.
production and MANViPLATES RESERVED to encourage their attendance.
of priests, a holy' nation.
-- iuA.w
will please the large audience.
..0 3 0 Killlfer; Kerraiv Ingersoll and Clark,
E. R. Noyes, a cattle man of the
boys are asked to report at the Y. M. New York
Shabuoth
has
Batteries:
Scott
and Schalk; War-ho-p Gonzales.
a
C.
The
at
of
the play
gained stronger and
A promptly 2:30 o'clock Sunday
Red River neighborhood, has returned
Story
and Rogers, r.
1
ine story or t&e play concerns a FOR MARTINEZ "FEED" afternoon, and there will be a little
tc 1 is home after a thort business vis- a more impressive hold today by enDavid
its
certain
twining
symbolism aDout the 1m
souvenir of the occasion for each.
Holmes, a quaint, odd
it in this ity.
Western League .
Every boy in town . Is not only in
Superintendent F. Ii, Myers left this pressionable child. "Confirmation" is character. He is a bachelor, country AFFAIR AT
'
CASTENADA HOTEL vited but
.
At St. Joseph
Ri H. E.
afternoon in his private business car the ceremony axpresstve of religious editor and literary critic, so absorbed
expected to come.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
THURSDAY MORNING TO BE
Denver
1
5 1
In
consecration.
his
We
work
that
the
affirm
outside
world
for Santa Fe, where he will be on
publicly
by
JOLLY EVENT
thisv ceremonial that our children, the his little interest for him. In fact, he
6 9 2
St Joseph
business for a short time.
first
Batteries:
has
even
fruits
and
THE
PEACEMAKER
our
overlooked
of
ripe
Harrington,
GETS
Spahr;
the circumstance
W. B. Shellabarger returned
last
religious
National League
There i every reason to believe
Pursell and Schang.
might from Santa Fe where he was for schools, shall stand morally and relig- that his ward, Sylvia, who lives with
W. L.
Pet
that
informal
the
breakfast
honor
hi
a
in
same
the
maiden aunt, has outgrown child
enthusiastic and rea short time visiting. Mr. Shellabar iously
A
IN
SHOT
8
THE
LEG
.724
...21
Pittsburgh
of
Felix
to
which
is
be
At
Martinez,
Omaha
giv
as
attitude
hood,
and
he
R.H.E.
still
ceptive
did
sends
their
dolls
fathers
her
and
at
ger is from Chicago, Illinois.
New York
16
11
.593
en
at
Castanthe
Wichita
3
Thursday
morning
the
foot
ether
10
of Mount Sinai.
toys as presents.
Mrs. d. A. Thurln, and Mrs. N.
CniclnnatI .
.559
,19 15
Omaha
4 7 3
When, however, the cerslght. is eda hotel by the business men of Las GERONIMO
.Shabuoth. ,.haa a distinctly modem
Harris of El Paso arrived in Las Ve
TRYING
TO
ROYBAL,
Louis
17
19
St
.472
be.
will
weJl
There
...
Vegas,
attended,
Batteries: Tipple, Willis and Shea,
as last night and will remain here and indispensable appeal to the indlv- made clear to. him ry the arrival "of
15
Is every reason to believe, too, that it "8TOP A QUARREL,' IS WOUND.
Brooklyn
.464
.......13
the
'
amd
woman
Scott
tak;
Graham.
Lambert,
young
lauai. u teaches, firs- of all, that reherself, a change
ior several days as visitors.
ED ACCIDENTALLY
,
15
li"
Philadelphia
will be an enjoyable affair. There will
.444
comes
over
his
life.
sancThe
critical
as
a
ligion,
Fred Egbert, a Jminent cattle man
necessity of life, is the acChicago.
jr
.441
...15 19
be 'no long speeches, no dress-u- p
At Sioux City
rai
,
R.H.E Boston
,
of Sanchez, who was here serving on tuating motive and sanction of per tum grows too narrow for him and bis
Last night about midnight, In the
....
8
19
and everything will be informal.
ment,
Sioux
0
11
Interest
any
in
leads
her
out
him
into
the
the. petit jury during the recent term sonal,' social and national character,
j
saloon owned by George King at Wat
The managementii.of the Castaneda
2 8 2
Topeka
Secondly, it champions the cause of world. And now the man who has Jivf court, left today for his home.
an
rous,
the
of
accident,
result
American League
has
informed
Dr.
Roberts
Batteries:
ten
that
Luhrsen
and
ed
a
in
of
world
Crisp;
mind
is
learns there
O. W. Hearn of Tucumcari, arrived religious freedom as the most highly
scrape, resulted in the slight
Shooting
W.
more
con
All
be
accommodated.
Pet
McAllister.
guests
Clark, Holmberg and
in Las Vegas last night and will at- prized privilege and possession of the a world of heart, for ne comes to reinjury of Geronimo Roybal, a well
Detroit
13
..21
.618
to
are
attend
persons
requestwishing
his
gard
charming ward with feelings
tend the convention of the Christian human race.
known resident of that place." Roybal
..19 12
Washington . ...
.613
At Des Moines
ed to inform Dr. Roberts at the Nor
R.H.E.
more
than
tender
irterost
fatherly
was shot in the leg, but the wound
hurch that is being held here this
Following Is the program for the
..17 11
.607
Des Moloes
'
.0 7 2 Philadelphia . .
But his sense of honor forbids him to mal University at once.
j.
was not serious.
week.
confirmation exercises:
..14 15
.483
Those
Lincoln
6 11 1 New York
who have assed for plates
-disclose
these.
Nor
he
does
.
imagine,
Herbert W. Clark left this afternoon Prelude.
According to the story received here
..14 15
.483
Batteries: Mogidge and Haley; Boston
for a moment that she, charming girl, are as follows: Dr. J. M. Cunningham, today,
was
for Albuquerque where he will deliver Hymn xno. 22. "God Is in His
In
saloon
with
the
Roybal
St. Louis
..15 17
Fi
.469
Dr.
Dessau
and
William
Reher.
u.
Holy could become Interested in
E.
Olney,
Haydon.
him, a
his uncle, Ricardo Martinez, and while
the commencement address before the Temple."
Chicago
P. Southard, D T. Hoskins, M. W.
Federal League
,....15 20 .429
crusty old bachelor. At last, however,
TJniversity of New Mexico graduating
drinking heard a disturbance on the
Cleveland .
10
22
.313
At
Baltimore
Isaac
,
Har
R.H.E.
J.
Choir
Browne,
W,
and
Congregation
Bacharach,
an
attempt on his part to arrange a
outside of the place. He went to In Baltimore
oja&a tomorrow.
5!
Procession
9
of
H.
E.
Baldwin
of
Confirmants.
.6
i
Sr.,
ris,
Elephant
suitable
for
to
leads
the
marriage
girl
Ed Sanders of Tularosa, N. M., ar
and found several men in a
Federal Leagus
5 8 7
St Louis
Hymn, "Blessed Be Te Who Come' the disclosure that she loves him.
Butte, George H. Hunker, Elmer ' E. vestigate
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
quarrel.
Batteries:
and
John
W. U Pet
D..W.
Van
Qulna
Jacklitsch;
Veeder,
A
K,
Veeder,
and
Choir
The
Congregation
the
cast
for
play is as follows:
Roybal returned to the saloon and
remain here during the summer. He
Baltimore
7
Keupper and Hartley.
Horn, John ,L Tooker, George A asked
,.19
"Father
Hymn,
David
See
of
Holmes,
Supplicant
Thy
critic
the
literary
the proprietor
will attend the New Mexico Normal
for his gun
Buffalo
J.
William
13
William
...519
Fleming,
J......14
Springer,
Children" '
-- Frank
Review
Landau
which he had deposited with him ear
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HAIR SEWED ON BALD HEADS
A method of sewing hair to the hu
man scalp la cases of baldness has
been successfully used by Pi. Szekely
at the hospital of St, Stephane in this
city. The number of bairs planted In

the head of one patient has been as
high as 60,000. One hundred hairs are
drawn through punctures in the scalp
in every square centimeter and as
both ends are left free this makes
over 1,000 hairs to each square inch.
In the operation Yery fine gold wires
of an
are used, one
inch in diameter, and fine long hairs
from a woman's head are attached to
these. The gold loop acts as an an
chor, which after sterilization is in
troduced into the subcutaneous tissue,
where it is slightly twisted, thus hold
ing the hair in permanent position.
It is claimed that 500 hairs can thus
s
of an
be planted in
hour. A special instrument has been
designed for planting the gold wires,
which are so fine that after the work
is completed for planting 50,000 hairs
there is only one gram of gold left in
the scalp. The hair becomes perfect
ly natural after a capsule of tissue
forms around the gold knot. ''The inflamatlon disappears within 10 days
after the operation, and no evil results
have ensued from any of the planting.
The hair can be treated in the ordin
ary way after the operation, and the
doctor's earliest patient, who under
went the operation seven years ago,
has a beautiful head of natural glossy
balr.
three-quarter-

75he

me OPJIC
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. eV FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nltti a
munication first and O. R. C. ball on Douglas svenae B
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are aav
etch month. Visiting diaUy welcome
J. C. Worts, Pnf
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; s BY
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Bally. Treasurer.

COLUMN
TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

ADVER-

Petten, Secretary,

TISEMENTS

t

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Vaek
day evenings each month at Weoa
men ball. Visiting brothers cordis
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglafc
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
Five cents per Una each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
ilar conclave
Tae
No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
In each mratk at Ma- Xr
day
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually eet
M. gmith, E. C; Chas, Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

i y

resd

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

R.

For Sale

NO. S, ROY
Regalar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Cemple at 7:80 . m. p. No.
a. Brinegar, H. P.; jr. O. No.
No.
igZZit Blood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
4. Meeta every Monday evenlne at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
Dretnren cordially Invited to attend No.
J. Friedenstine, N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No.
v. o.;
M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
Werta, Treasurer; C. V. Hedjwsock.

t.

and wreaths for Dec
oration
at
Thnrnhill's. Phone
to
Day
commission
has
agreed
poration
Purple 53521 '
postpone the hearing of the Silver
City depot case to June 26 at Silver
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
City. In themeanwhile, it is believed
50, $5.50; 25, $3.00. Cash with or-that Ian agreement will foe reached
der. Will treat you right Mra.
between the A. T. and S. F. and Silver
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans.
a
to
as
citizens
the
of
building
City
new depot at silver City, which will
FOR SALE White Leghorn eggs;
make the hearing unnecessary.
75o per setting.
A. M. Dearth, 316
The state corporation commission
avenue.
National
40
a
has also secured
reduction of
cents per hundred pounds on bottled
goods from Vaughn to Clovls this put
ting the Vaughn rate on par with the
Albuquerque rate.
WANTED Good girt for general
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
TO IMPROVE EXPORT TRADE
Washington Ave.
Washington, May 26. To give ex
pression to the views of men repre
senting the productive activities of
the country in regard to the more ef
fective promotion of American com
merce in tbe markets of the world FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
is the purpose of a 'notable convention
which Is to assemble in the capital to
morrow for a two days' session. Ar FOR RENT Desirable residence, five
rooms kitchen, toilet, bath and celrangements for the gathering have
lar, 50x150 lot, 902 Fourth street
been completed by committees repreOpen for inspection. Phone Saul Ro
the
American
Manufacturers'
senting
senthal, 726 Seventh street
Export association and several other
bodies
national'
interested in the promotion of the foreign commerce of the FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street
United States. Members of commercial and industrial organizations in all
parts of the country are arriving to FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
ern home, also single room; cannot
take part in the convention and all
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth
indications point to a large and represtreet Phone Main 60s.
'
sentative attendance.

Wanted

For Rent

LOCAL TIME CARD

I....

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

4. ...11:54

8....

11....

1....

I....
7....
....

FOR RENT Furnished
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
ly first class; best
26.
Chester,
Chester is
C, May
Seventh street; no health seekers.
decorated with Pythian emblems in
Apply T, Optic.
honor of the members of the K. of P.
of
South1
which
grand lodge
Carolina,
brick house, bath
met here today in annual session. The FOR RENT
toilet, electric lights, range. $15 persessions will continue over tomorrow.
month. Investment and Agency Cor
A large attendance and an excellent
poration, Main 40. 603 Lincoln Ave
program of entertainment combine to
give promise of one of the most sucPYTHIANS

S- -

-

cessful conclaves that the order has
ever held In this state.

Found

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Ninth etreet
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Arrive
1:10 p.

' New
Las Vegas,
but exterminated by the
Marie
laws put into force several years ago.
The Belmont Park meeting is conDR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
ducted under the auspices of the WestOsteopathic Physician
chester Racing association and will
Office Crockett Building
continue for a period of 15 days.
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mi 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334
anti-bettin- g

MISSOURI G. O. P. TO MEET
Lnoie, May 26. Delegates are
arriving in St. Louis to attend the republican state convention which will

St

1:31 a. tk
6:41 a. m
4:31 a.

7:0t a. at

r.
For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

a

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. I Free-

man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth etreet, East Laa Vegas, N. M.

It 's giving you
a present for do-

ing

something
d
do any
you

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O.
. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

way when you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets
first Tuea

every
day of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock a
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM,
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER

Tlsitlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleooe mat
cordially Invited.

FRENCH.
tREY

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

EMPRESS
can be ofc
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

DETAIL PRICES
......
Mora, Each Dal vary

1,000

200
60

lbs, or
lbs, to 2,000 Iba, Each
lbs to 1,000 lbs. Each
lbs, to 20S lbs,' Each

Less than

6S

lbs

Dallvsry
Delivery
Delivery
Each Delivery

(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meeta second and
vonrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

C0OO

Attorneya-at-La-

Desert

,

m.....

6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
1:35 p. m

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No, 2390 Meets in
O. R.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the

Owner may have
same by calling at Bacharach's and
paying for adv.

HUNKER A HUNKER
George A. Hunser. Chester A. Hankei

p. m

7:45 a. at
11:61 p. a
2:39 a. a
2:0s a. av

uemetery Trustee,

Bracelet

FOUND

Dei art

2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m.....
West Bound

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays of
room; strict- each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
location on Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

opened at Belmont Park today under
conditions that promise the most successful season since the sport was all

LIB

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

HEARING 18 POSTPONED
Santa Fe, May 26. The state cor CARNATIONS

RACING AT BELMONT JARK
New York, May 26. The racing season in the metropolitan district was

AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAI VABL1 ALWAYS HAND
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorars, and Distributors ft Natmral lea, taa Farfti ESS
Lasting Qualities of Whlaa Hare Made Las Veias jraatoas,
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
be held tomorrow. The principal busmoderate prices
iness of the convention will be to Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
issue calls for the coming state
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
ta
primaries. Antlrm also will h
East Lm Vegas. New Mexico
ken on the suggestions of the nation
al committee relative to changes In Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
the plan of representation at the na
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
tional convention. "'
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
CHILDREN WHO ARE 8ICKLY
Steam Laundry Building
Mothers who value their own com
Phone Vegas 128
fort and the welfare of their children.
should never be without a box of Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to S:30 p. m.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
MONUMENT CO
Children, for use throughout the season. They break up colds, relieve
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
feverishness, constipation,
teething
13
Years
Practical Experience,
and
stomach
disorders, headache
W. W. BOWERS
tdoubles. Used by mothers for 24 ffi. A. JONES
years. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all drug stores, 25c.
Organized printers of Alberta and
Don't accept any substitute. Sample Saskatchewan will hold an interprov-incia- l
convention in Medicine Hat this
mailed FREE.
Address, Alien 3.
summer.
Olmsted, Le Roy. N. Y. Adv.
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neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

D

WmM JJaame IForcS K7
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY ITEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to usei All the heat is concentrated on the"
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

labor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole year and this
is only

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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$JM Per Tray
IF you are not prepared

to do

'

MOTTO AND VON

!

nod Raop&crrica
z NICE ONES

Tne Detective's Sister
Kalem

Complete change of pictures
from last night.

Wjth th BurgIsir., Help
Biograph Comedy

' ' '

COFFEE & TEA

Pure Moca

Books for commencement gifts at
Murphey's Drug Store. Ah v.

Yubah Coffee - - 45c per lb.
Shilling's best - - 40c per lb.

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

STEARNS' STORE

illEq

Regular dance Wednesday night at
'"'
F. B. Hall. Adv:

:

Old Taylor Whiskey

Rye

at

lamps

at the Opera Bar.

Adv.

A fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates
will be appreciated by Sweet Girl

GraduatesAdT.
Send a nice box of Liggett'8 Candy
with your (congratulations to; the
'
Sweet Girl Xraduate-Ad- v.

SIVMIFI

1
I

jU-

I

' "The Perils of Pauline,' third epi- !
(Ue 'irftwfti parts at the "Photoplay
' '
j
tomorrow 'nlgtft bntyAdv. ' "

'

Liggett' Chocolates for the Swoe;t
Girl Graduate'' ai 'Siurpiieys Dni
Store. AdV.

i

WHAT IS IT?

il

It is the highest grade of
ening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER

0
ten

A.

V

--

sjSSjf

IShe

Air ft

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
our reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other to fully
equal to It Order a sack to- -

'

Vw-?
J

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President V1'
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallot RaynoM Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

n every uepanmeni ui otnuung
to
axe

interest Pztd on

At

tt3 Z:z2

wb,of
best

five the

;

service

TEmo'-Dc'iiczitar.'-

of Itie Best of EverylMcg Eat;taMel
1

1

VIMimsn'B fJsrshntmHaw Vlhlp
ZZ FOR PREPARING

Upton's, Shilling's Best
and TelleyV
THE BEST
IN THE MARKET
IN ALL CLASSES
.

;i

You will wnt iced coffee
or tea soon. Buy now and
have it when you w ant it.
-

!6l?t,"'- -'

.'i-f.i-i-

JsH.
grocer

Baker
,v,,.

WllY'be'afc

Real ' Bargains Jl the Time

in do

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars

mestic science in the normal scnooi
at Broken Arrow, Okla., wll teach that
subject at the summer session of the

1913 Model HupmoOe

New Mexico Normal University, reliev
ing Miss Anne George, who will spend
the vacationj.iperiod at her home in
Texas. C. E. Carey, who taught agriculture in the Clovis high school dur
ing the school year Just past, will
have charge of a department of agriculture at the summer session of the
New Mexico Normal University. Mr.
Carey is said to be a highly compel
ent teacher. President Roberts has
been informed oy the county superintendent of Otero county that 31 sum
mer school students will come to Las
Vegas from that section of the state.
For the accommodation of the teachers
oomlng from the southern part of the
state a sleeper will be attached to the
train at Clovis, permitting the travelers a to come straight through to Las
Vegaa without having their slumbers
disturbed as would bo 'the case if they
were obliged, to change oars. The
railroad company has agreed to provide the sleeper if th'ttnmhtir of trav0!U
elers warrants.
T
ILLUSTRATED

The Woman's Club of Las Vegas
will hold its regular meeting tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the Commercial club rooms. All members are
requested to be present.

been received by a number of people
here. Ralph is popular here, and is a
graduate of the local high school.

Students who are to attend the
summer session of the New Mexico
Normal University are arriving in this
F. F. Zummach, carpenter and
city daily. These students are com
Phone Main 362 Adv.
ing not only from this state, but from
The Plus Ultra Class of the Meth- eastern and middle western states.
odist Sunday school will hold a spec Following the enrollment a list probial meeting tomorrow afternoon at the ably will be published giving the
713 names of all the new students.
Ihoime (of Mrs. J. H. Swallow,
reare
All
members
Sixth street
The precinct of San Miguel, several
to
be
present.
quested
miles south of Las Vegas, today is
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged voting on the question of "Shall we,
in wood. Direct from the distillery to or shall we not?" Which means, of
the people a trying to decide
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. course,
whether they wish to continue to alRev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau win give a low liquor to be sold in the precinct.
A hard fight has been made hy the
special address to the confirmation
class of Temple MonljeHore Friday opposing factions, and it is expected
evening. All confirmants and the that the election will be close.
members of the congregation are inwho formerly
Miss Vanita Rose,
vited to he present
lived here, has been graduated this
Initial box naper for commence spring from the Texas Normal school
ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store. at Canyon, Tex., according to a letter
J,! '"
from Miss Jessie Rambo, a teacher In
Adv.
the school Miss Rambo formerly vm
The Las Vegas Motor Car company a teacher in the New Mexico Normal
yesterday sold two Ford automobiles. University.: Miss, Rosev lived here
One went t6 Frank Pepperd, while when her father, the late Rev. J. WilFirst
j pastor
Reeensberg brothers purchased the bur Roee-w- as
j
'
11
other; '

$900

.... .

850

1914 Model Ford

1500
1

1912 Model Bulck, 30

Marion
Vlele

$600

...

L-J

40

--

$500

30

.$400

;

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

-

'

'

FOR.MER.LY
LAS VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY

Parlor or Kitcheir

LECTURE

j

Next Sunday night at the Baptist
church, Rev; J; Milson Harris will deliver an Illustrated lecture on the subject of I'Alcoh'oPiind Business." The
Joctur will begitfit 8 o'clock and will
occupy rtho tinSelf'the regular evening service.
The lecture will deal with the question of alcohol from a business standpoint Rev. Harris eays that there Is
nothing sentimental about the lecture,
but that It deals with the cold, hard

dining room, bedroom or
our care and read-

hall-it'- s

iness to provide suitable

furniture for all. If vou
prefer a showy set we have
it. If your taste leans to

Judge David J:-- Leahy yesterday af
ternoon adjourned the May term of the
district: court for San Miguel county
Don't fall to see Series 12 of "Our
subject,,. to call.
Judge will hear
theaMutual
Mutual Girl" Sunday.
on
cases
civil
the
in his cham
docket
ter. AdVi, '
bers on the Plaza yesterday he heard
a large number of tax complaints, facts.' !'
The Busy Bee Sewing'' club will
of assessments
meet with Mrs. E. P. Mackel tomor- making .adjustments
where he deemed justice demanded
307
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
such action be taken.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Eleventh street. All members are requested to be present.
The many friends of Ralph A. Moye
BEGINS CLEAN-U- P
will be pleaoed to learn
undoubtedly
Initial correspondence cards for
he is anember of the graduating
that
commencement gifts at Murphey's
class of Colorado College this year,
Drug Store. Adv.
Invitations to the comencement have THE COST WILL BE ASSESSED

'''

i

1913 Model Hupmoblle

'

YORK
&

SEE US

quiet effects, we can sup"
ply suites of that character.
To "brief" it, as lawyers
put it, we have everything
in the furniture line that's
worth while.

J. C. JohnseQ;& Son
'COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE HOME.'

AGAINST CITIZENS WHO HAVE
REFUSED TO ACT

All those residents of this city who
have not "heeded the warning of the
municipal health department to clean
up their premises will be spared the
trouble, though they will be forced to
pay for the cleaning, according to an
announcement made this morning.
The last warning was given two
weeks ago when it was announced
that all residents would be allowed
two weeks in which to get rid of un
sanitary accumulations. It was declar
ed that if the order was not obeyed
the city would do the work and force
the owners to pay the cost
The head of he health department
today made a partial canvass and will
continue his- work until the whole city
is covered. Following this canvass
the city cleaning wagon and the gangs
employed for that work will begin the
clean up at the expense of the

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
for the auto.

need-e- d

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

One of the most successful battles
against the fly Is the early cleaning
every year of back yard and places
where this pest is known to breed.
The new administration is bent upon
keeping the city as clean as possible
and all those who do not wish to co

FOR

ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

operate will be forced to do eo for the
good of the community.

"

HARVEY'S

'

IS OPEN

34th season of this famous moun
tain resort. Carriage out' 'fcvery Sat
urday morning, returning following
'
Friday; charge, including passage
both wars $10. Speciat'rates for long
er .'.time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
'
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

'

ri

'

Capital, $100,OQOCSurplns and Undivided Profils, $25,0C0

prepared

TVlrs'AjAdier

Tea

home next Sunday' afternoon from p'
until 6 o'clock in honor" of the confirmation of tHlr'daughter.'Claribtille.

short-- :

Not "Heavier Than

Mr. arid

Java 45c per lb.

Prejident Coffee - 40c per lb.

7:34

and Sherwood

&

IF YOU VANT AN AUTOMOBILE

This afternoon the New Mexico Nor
mal University band was the cause of
much mufilo being scattered over the
city by the use of the street cars. The
band boarded a car at about 2:30 o- c'.ock and made several trips over the
B lines advertising the big Normal play
g that is to be given this evening at the
Duncan opera house.
Miss Kate Penn, instructor

LOCAL NEWS

your

PI

Tango Dancers

li

preserving now, Jet us know what
you want to put up, and we will; keep
you posted on the market

Silver Bags for commencement
gift at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

The Vegas Theatre

The Browne

I

26, 1914.

MAY

TONIGHT

j
BUY NOW FOR PRESERVING

TUESDAY,

,

DsIIstesia r.lzr&kmstlavj Dcmserts
THE GRAAF & I1AYVARD CO. STORE

Antonio Lucero, secretary of state,
Parisian" Ivory" Novelties lor com- at Mhhphey'l Drug will take his summer vaaction during
the next several, weeks and will return
Store. Adv.
to his first love, the New Mexico NorTwo sections bf train NO'O passed mal University. Mr Lucero is head
through Laa Vegas today, .as during of the department of Spanish at the
the past few days. This increased Normal and is on a leave of absence
business le due to the heavy traffic in during his term as secretary of state.
melons from Las Cruc.es and other Feeling the pedagogue overmastering
'
places in that part of New Mexico. jthe At ate official, Mr. Lucero will
The melon trade will be heavier this spend; his vacation teaching. Spanish
year from that section than in ray at.tliq Normal. ,i He will do so soleprevious year,, according to thVJocal ly because of his love for the school,
railway officials.
and his service "will be appreciated hy
the faculty and students.
i"
Fancy itertttflpaper tor
ent gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.
"f
WEDDINQ
Tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock at
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows,
. The exhibition of the tango and vaMiss Maggie Moya;' daughter pf Mrs.
riations given" ' last night at the Roman Moya will he married to Ne-Browne theater by Motto and Von mesio Rivera of Cowles, N. M. Follow
proved to be an attraction worth see- ing the' wedding a reception will !e
ing. The dancing shows inbst of the given at the bride's home.
steps are really pretty, though Motto
Miss Moya is a well known' rest
and Von give the stage interpretation dent of the West side and nas been
of the dances, which is slightly exag- employed as a school teacher there.
gerated over those used on the modern She is a native of this city and has
ball room floor. The same perform many friends who wish her happiness.
ance will be given again this evening Mr. RiveVa is a school teacher at
with a complete change of motion
Cowles, and is well known there. Mr.
and Mrs. Rivera will reside in Cowles.

jehcementf

fc'

.

'i-- '

MOYA-RiVER-

You would

be Interested

In Occinj
HOW
CRYSTAL BUTTEO

TAX NOTICE

On the first day of May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. All taxes not paid before June
1 wDl be subject to a penalty.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
"
;" w
County Treasurer
,
.

KEEPS UP HER RECORD
New York, May 26. Mrs. lda; ton
Claussien, who a few years ago entered into a controversy with Theodore
Roosevelt because die was not presented at Oie;,court of the King of
Sweden . was ttoday sentenced to six
months in the penitentiary for sending a threatening letter to Charles
Strauss, at one time her lawyer.
PIANO TUNING

Come Down and Visit with
us and let's get acquainted.

Visitors Always Welcome.
a

I shall be in Las Vegas about June
Best city references. Two tun
ning the year for $5. Notice given on
0
arrival. Otto K. Eichman.
15.

1
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